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REVIEWS AND FORECASTS

The technological progress of the last decades has led to substantial changes in the media
landscape. These transformations are a result of e-Media availability and advancements in
broadcasting technologies. Accordingly, the analysis of TV industry development trends
and their influence on viewers’ behaviors is a burning issue.
At the end of 2016, two research organizations published their reports on television industry
tendencies. Ericsson ConsumerLab[1] and Streaming Video Alliance[2] studied TV audiences
all around the world and independently came to the same conclusion: mobile devices are
becoming equal competitors with traditional televisions and are fueling the changes in viewers’
preferences.

MODERN-DAY TELEVISION VIEWERS: WHO ARE THEY?
Based on the survey by Ericsson ConsumerLab a few key types of viewers can be identified:

TV Couch Traditionalist

Screen Shifter

watches traditional TV on
a traditional TV screen

uses any screen any place
any time to watch
all types of content

TV zero

Computer Centric

spends minimal
time watching TV

prefers a computer screen
for streamed or
downloaded content
viewing

Average TV Joe

Mobility Centric

spends an average amount of
time watching TV and
a limited amount of time
viewing other types
of content

prefers a mobile screen
for TV/Video
consumption
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After 7 years of analysis, the number of Mobile Centrics and Screen Shifters has increased
substantially at the expense of TV Couch Traditionalists.

Dynamics of TV user groups
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TV Zero

Computer Centric

Average TV Joe

Screen Shifter

Mobility Centric

TV Couch Traditionalist

Total
TV/video
viewing
hours/
week

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab

Comparing the socio-demographic profile of TV Couch
Traditionalists and Screen Shifters, we note that TV Coach
Traditionalists are typically 34+ years old married women
who live in small towns, lack higher education, work part-time
and are involved in raising children. On average, they spend 35
hours a week watching TV.
TV Couch Traditionalist

Screen Shifter

In contrast, Screen Shifters are typically middle-aged married
men with children, higher education and a full time job who live
in large or capital cities. They spend about the same amount of
time as TV Couch Traditionalists watching stationary TV, but they
also like watching video content on other devices, raising the
average amount of time they spend per week watching videos
to 62 hours.
Another classification system for TV viewers has been proposed
by Streaming Video Alliance. They divided users by age into two
categories: millennials (18-34 years), who are the driving force of
modern TV technology progress, and others (35+ years).
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Analysis of the world's population has shown that millennials
spend more time watching video than the older population,
and half of this video is content on demand. Linear TV is losing
popularity among millennials, giving way to short user-generated
content.

Millennials
are the driving
force of modern
TV technology
progress.

Older people prefer the traditional TV. They are used to watching
certain shows on certain channels, and it is difficult for them to
give up their habits despite all the opportunities offered by service
providers and operators.

Difference in content preferences of millennials and people aged 35+

50 %

46 %

on demand

traditional TV

3%

3%

2 4%

64 %

traditional TV

10%
3%
9%

4%

5%

6%

Millenials

~ 34

8%

5%

hours per
week

8%
11%

2

3%

Smartphone
connections

5%
3%
3%

16%

6%

4%
7%

1 3%
2 2

33 %

5%

35-69 y.o.

5%

per
week
~ 28 hours

5%
1
1 3%

15%

11%
2

8%

7%

on demand

watch 4 hours/week

watch 2.5 hours/week

more linear TV than
millennials

more UGC videos than
the older generation

Streamed on-demand TV series
Downloaded movies, TV series and other TV
Streamed on-demand movies
Recorded movies, TV series and other TV programs
DVD/VHS/Blu-ray
Streamed on-demand TV programs
On-demand educational or instructional videos
On-demand E-sport Sourc
Other video content

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab
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Increasingly, the viewers’ desire to form their own video playlist fuels linear television rejection.
For example, an average American devotes 23 minute per day to searching for appropriate
video content. In general, a person spends 1.3 years of his life switching channels and looking
for interesting content.
According to Ericsson ConsumerLab, an average viewer spends up to 45% more time
choosing video-on-demand (VOD) content than video on a standard TV. The amount of
time people spend searching for video comprises up to 30% of the time spent watching it,
and yet, this apparent waste of time does not affect viewer
satisfaction: 63% of viewers are satisfied with VOD services.
In contrast, only 51% of respondents are satisfied with
linear TV content. Searching for VOD is time-consuming, but it
allows viewers to watch something that is interesting to them
An average person
at a convenient time.
spends 1.3 years of
his life switching
The pace of today’s life shifts consumption patterns to short
channels and looking
videos. Since 2010 the rate of short clip viewing has increased
for interesting
by 86%, and the total amount of time spent viewing VOD (TV
content.
shows, movies and series) has increased by 50%. Viewers spend
three times more data viewing videos from external servers
than downloaded videos.

YOUTUBE VS. LINEAR TV
The role of YouTube as a content-sharing platform is
growing. Over the last 5 years, the percentage of users
who watch YouTube more than 3 hours per week has
increased three-fold (from 3% to 10%), and the number
of individuals who have never watched it decreased from
12% to 8%. In addition, despite the rising number of
OTT providers, YouTube is still the main source of video
content for mobile devices. However, the development
of multiscreen technology may change the media
environment in the future.

YouTube is still the main source of video content for mobile devices.
However, the development of multiscreen technology may change the
media environment in the future.
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Nowadays millennials spend 2.5 hours more
watching short clips and 4 hours less viewing
linear TV or live broadcasts than people aged
35-69.
Streaming Video Alliance research in the United
States has also shown that when it comes to
watching video on mobile devices, users
prefer YouTube. In second place are social
networks.

Answers to the question
"What resources do you use for watching videos on your smartphone?"

53.17%

Social media sites

77.38%

YouTube

27.78%

Premium content

3.57%

Vimeo

10.32%

Other

0%

10%

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

100%

Source: Streaming Video Alliance

The most popular video content among Americans of all ages is short user-generated and howto videos, as well as news.
This state of affairs shows that it is too early to talk about the threat of standard TV set
displacement by mobile devices. Mobile phones are now used for viewing only certain types of
content. Operators should consider this when deciding which videos to broadcast.
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Answers to the question
"What kind of content do you watch on your smartphone?"
Sporting events

4.03

Concerts

4.03
4.75

News
Movies

4.56

TV shows

4.44
4.87

How-tos

4.11

Original Series

5.38

UGC (YouTube, Vimeo)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Source: Streaming Video Alliance

The decline in linear television popularity was not as catastrophic as Ericsson ConsumerLab
researchers had assumed. Between 2010 and 2016, the percentage of linear TV viewers only fell
by 16 units. Watching TV remains a common way to relax after work, and the number of people
watching television at home is constantly growing. But, due to the expansion of multiscreen
services, the percentage of people who watch videos on the go, at work, in a café, etc. has
increased substantially.
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Where do people watch video content?
93%

2013

2014

2015

86%

2016
67%

64%

54%

33%

48%
39%

36%
25%

19%
13%

36%

29%

25%

15%

28%

24%
15%

10%

6%

2%

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab

THE METHOD OF PAYMENT
Operators should take into account the pragmatism with which viewers are selecting video
content. On the one hand, viewers want high-quality video at an affordable price. On the other
hand, they are not willing to pay for new technologies, such as virtual reality, 3D videos, etc.
Features influencing the choice of pay TV service
Video quality

72%

Price

71%

Available content

66%

Pricing plans

65%

User experience

64%

No binding times

63%

Customer services

61%

Free trial

60%

Initial set-up/installation

59%
57%

Content discovery

55%

Personalization
Mobile streaming experience

50%

Mobility

49%
40%

International access

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab
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Answers to the question "What additional features are you ready to pay for?"
No commercials

43%

HD quality

39%

4K/UHD quality

35%
32%

Extra features

31%
29%

Theatre plays

30%
29%

Subtitles

22%

Content anywhere

23%

30%
29%
28%
27%

Premium live broadcasts
High quality of event broadcasts

22%

Virtual reality

17%

Dub audio

16%

Interactive TV

360˚ view

46%

36%

26%

TimeShift

Augmented reality

48%

13%
10%
13%

27%

24%

21%

Number of people who think this
feature is worth paying, per cent

19%

Millennials (16-34)

17%

Older (35+)

17%

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab

According to Ericsson ConsumerLab, only 40% of viewers prefer an unlimited subscription plan
that provides acceptable content quality. Respondents from India (72%), Colombia (60%) and
South Africa (58%) showed the greatest interest to this feature.
It is clear now that the market will react to the rise in mobile video content popularity, leading to
improvements in data buffering systems and the development of special tariff plans. Currently,
these two problems are the main deterrents of mobile video viewing growth.

The percentage of viewers who are interested in mobile subs with
an acceptable content quality
24%

Very interested

16%

40%

16%
19%
5%
4%
15%

Not interested

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab
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The most irritating mobile video features

2.43
2.60
2.33
2.64

Source: Streaming Video Alliance

The survey by Ericsson ConsumerLab results have demonstrated that the most
preferred payment model among Americans is an advertising model (A-VOD).
In this type of model, the viewer does not pay anything but watches advertising
in parallel with the content. This model suits three-fourths of American viewers,
especially when the ads match their preferences. The most striking example of
this model is YouTube.

The subscription model (S-VOD) is second most popular among Americans. It
provides unlimited access to video or specific content for a relatively low fixed
fee (e.g., Netflix). This type of model increases the frequency of views in narrow
segments.

Transactional model (T-VOD) is the least successful as it limits the views to
a minimum. Such services (e.g., Google Play) will soon begin implementing a
subscription model.

The TV everywhere model (TVE) is the
least prevalent payment model in the
United States. It allows customers access to
a television regardless of their geographical
location. Despite being the least popular
payment model in the United States, it will
actively develop in the coming years as it
meets the requirements of a modern viewer.
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Popularity of various payment models in the US
2%

20%

Other unpaid VOD
Ad-supported VOD (A-VOD)

0.3%

Total
smartphone
viewing time

0.4%

Transactional VOD (T-VOD)
TV Everywhere (TVE)
Subscription VOD (S-VOD)

77%

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab

THE FUTURE OF MULTISCREEN
Since 2010, the share of mobile views (smartphones, tablets, laptops) worldwide increased
significantly. Because the number of connected devices is growing steadily, this trend will
persist. Thus, according to the OVUM Research Center forecast, by 2020 the number of
connected smartphones will increase by 54% and the number of tablets by 32% compared
with the respective numbers in 2016.
However, stationary screens still retain a share of more than 50% because they provide greater
comfort.
Changes in the number of mobile devices worldwide
2013
Smartphone
connections

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

1 881 768 697 2 415 562 852 3 029 307 445 3 607 397 820 4 168 981 875 4 673 498 454 5 140 009 968 5 558 496 937

World tablet
installed base

516 512 411

675 650 959

829 661 522

957 382 547

1 063 518 017 1 150 779 071 1 218 792 532 1 268 305 453

10 billion

5 558 496 937
5 billion

1 881 768 697

1 268 305 453

516 512 411
0

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

World tablet installed base

Smartphone connections
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Mobile screens are beginning to complement TVs and other devices. Thus operators and
television industry companies consider them as an effective tool of interaction with their
audience. The multiscreen feature is becoming a good compromise that allows viewers to
consume content on a smartphone screen when no TV screen is available.

Percentage of different types of devices used for viewing video

35

100%
Smartphone,
tablet,
and laptop

30
75%

25
20

50%
15
10

TV screen
and desktop

25%

5
0%

0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Tablet

Laptop

Desktop

Smartphone

Other

TV

2016

Total

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab

A few years ago, a multiscreen feature was implemented using the main set-top box and
several auxiliary boxes; however, this model is becoming archaic. Research in 2016 confirmed
that today’s viewers want to be able to use the gadgets they have to watch TV in the most
comfortable conditions. Infomir’s Stalker Middleware platform is fully adapted to
provide such opportunities.
Infomir provides users and operators with this feature by means of the StalkerTV App. The
operator has full control over the provided services and can add extra features such as ad
placement or mobile app customization according to their guide or brand book. It also offers
reliable content protection as the company's main products support CAS/DRM.
The multiscreen feature provides additional monetization in technologically developed
countries. For example, in China, which moved to digital broadcasting years ago, users can
get content almost for free because advertising is the main source of operators’ income. Thus
the implementation of multiscreen technology in China derives from a desire to increase the
number of devices for ad placement.
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According to Ericsson ConsumerLab forecasts, by 2020 half of the world's viewers will
watch video content on multiple screens simultaneously. Therefore, it is necessary to give
preference to companies that are keeping up with the times and customer needs.

one screen
is not
enough

[1] Ericsson ConsumerLab data is based on consumer attitudes analysis of viewers in 24 countries all over the globe. The sample is
representative of 1.1 billion people.
[2] Streaming Video Alliance (association of companies, including the leading companies of IPTV industry) conclusions are based on a
representative sample of 500 Americans throughout the United States.
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ОТТ.
READY.
STEADY. GO!
Alexander Sazhienko, Product Manager of
Stalker Middleware, about growing interest to
OTT services and the future of IPTV industry.
Interview by Irina Tischenko

DIALOGS

Users determine the way a product develops. Thus, it is
important to be aware of viewers’ preferences and be able to
foresee their desires. Alexander Sazhienko, Product Manager at
Infomir, tells us about future telecom industry transformations
and their influence on his company’s products and the market in
general.

Alexander Sazhienko,
Product Manager of
Stalker Middleware

How do the preferences of TV viewers change?
Modern viewers dislike the limited choice of content and linear TV programs. They want to watch
whatever they want, whenever they want. Many analytical agencies predict that there will be
almost no distinction between linear and non-linear TV by 2020.
Linear TV will still exist, but its audience will mainly consist of the older generation. This outcome
is grounded in psychology: older people are spectators and prefer to use “good old” technology
rather than exploring new products.
It is the youth who will determine the future direction of TV because they are more flexible and
tech-savvy. They will demand more freedom and opportunities. OTT and VoD services will flourish
as they give their subscribers the choice of when, where and what content to watch.
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Has the content-watching experience changed?
For sure. Previously, most viewing occurred in the evenings. Now in a typical scenario, a viewer
watches a film on his iPad in the morning while having breakfast. Then he continues watching
it on his Android smartphone in the subway and finishes watching it on his laptop during his
lunch break or at his friend’s home on a media player or Smart TV.
The number of TV viewers is constantly increasing due to the availability of Internet-devices at
reasonable prices. Currently the number of users exceeds 1 billion worldwide, and it is common
for every family member to have at least one gadget.

How do these changes influence the broadcast format?
It is clear that content doesn’t depend so much on devices anymore; now it is more useroriented. Personal subscriptions replace household ones. People want access to the content they
pay for wherever they are and on whatever device they have, whether it is a TV, smartphone,
tablet or smart watch.

People want access to the content they pay for wherever they are and
on whatever device they have, whether it is a TV, smartphone, tablet or
smart watch.

Thus the modern operators have a considerable number of requirements to fulfill regarding
media content and its delivery to a plethora of platforms. And it is beneficial to legal services first
of all.
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Why are legal video services
interested?

OTT BECOMES GLOBAL

An increasing number of viewers are ready
to pay for the high-quality content and extra
convenience provided by legal operators.
The advantages of these services include
multiplatform options, delayed viewing and
flexible models and payments; however, their
main advantage is their stability.

Localized versions of YouTube

While the market was getting established,
users tried out many different services, got
used to many interfaces and then became
terribly disappointed when an option was
removed because of copyright infringement.
Gradually even people in countries with a low
standard of living realized that content must
be paid for and began to include subscription
rates in their monthly budgets. And it is not
such a tough decision when you receive
excellent service for your money.

Availability of Netflix

Which problems do operators face?
It is assumed that OTT business is less
technology-dependent than traditional
telecoms. It doesn’t have its own delivery
infrastructure as it is conducted by using other
operators’ channels. However that doesn’t
mean that there are no technology problems.

• Available

• Not available

Jan. 2016

iTunes Store availability

OTT operators are required to make
substantial investments at the entry level: a
well-built infrastructure, system implication,
multiplatform support, integration with
billings and CDNs, recommendation systems,
partner programs and content and advertising
aggregators. This means that an OTT operator
must hire many people to make their business
a success.

Okt. 2015

• Full functionality (music, apps, videos, etc.)
• Available, but with limitations
(only apps, iTunes U, etc.)
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But, to me, the main difficulty is acquiring the first critical mass of users. These users create the
necessary income for OTT business success, and their acquisition should be a priority. Big OTT
projects are now expanding beyond their countries of origin. Youtube, Netflix, Apple iTunes,
Google Play and Amazon Prime are all vying for an increase in their share of the global market.

Do local OTT operators still have a chance to succeed despite having
such strong competitors?
Global services also have their own weaknesses. Localization is a big problem for global OTT
services and can be crucial in many cases. Moreover, their subscription fees are often higher than
those of a local operator.
This leads us to conclude that big market players are fighting not for subscribers’ money but for
territories. They enter the markets without being ready to acquire the local audience, and this
helps local services to develop freely.
Niche projects should also feel secure. Their specific content matches the interests of small
audiences who are not worth the effort of big services.

How will the IPTV/OTT equipment market change?
Regarding user devices, set-top boxes won’t lose their popularity. Mobile platforms such as
Android and iOS will be in increased demand by attracting those who never spent a lot of time in
front of TVs.

оnline
schauen

watch
online
regarder
en ligne
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The most demanded operator solutions will be PiP, Catch up, Timeshift
and maximum multiplatform.

High-quality video compression algorithms will also develop. However the buzz around 4K will
die down because it is more of a showy trend than a necessity. To become common, it will need
at least 5 years. This type of content is too expensive to produce and deliver.

How did OTT popularization influence Stalker Middleware?
We are vigilant of profile market developments and attentive to clients’ demands. Our solution
helped many starter operators launch their projects. Some of them have even become major
national services.
However as time goes by, the product that was so helpful before can become obsolete. We
realized this in time and have striven to make Stalker Middleware compatible with other services
and able to support each new IPTV/OTT project.
In 2016 it received a new user interface, new architecture that enables independent control
of different elements, a set of apps for Android and iOS, a Tizen app and advertising partner
integration that helps to generate extra income.

What are your plans for 2017?
In 2017 we are launching an official client for TV, Roku, LG WebOS, AndroidTV platforms and
web browsers. It will help operators who use our platform to provide coverage for the maximum
number of devices and will provide the services that in highest demand in today's market.

2015

2016
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CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING:
AN INSIDER’S VIEW
An Interview with Serhiy Hodovanets, Business
Development Director at Jabil.
Interview by Denys Gorbunov

DIALOGS

is a company with a long history
and dozens of facilities all over the world. For over two years,
they have been manufacturing MAG set-top boxes for Infomir.
Serhiy Hodovanets, the Business Development Director of a
regional facility, agreed to tell us about the internal life of the
company in order to give us a glimpse into what makes Jabil
an industry leader and how modern electronics are being
produced.

Serhiy Hodovanets,
Business Development
Director at Jabil

In which industries does Jabil
specialize?
The corporation itself provides complex solutions
that include the design and manufacturing of
electronic devices. Many world famous brands use
our services. Most of them come from the energy,
automotive, telecommunications, healthcare, space,
military, and digital home industries.
Our facility produces telecommunication
equipment, consumer electronics, data storage
devices, and automotive appliances.

Do you currently have any special
projects?
Yes. Two years ago, we launched the production
of broadband digital radio-relay data transmission
systems. Thus, we became the second company in
the world to manufacture such equipment.
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Jabil is among the world’s leaders
in the contract manufacturing field.
So, you must be a supplier to many
corporate giants.

IN 2 YEARS OF JABIL &
INFOMIR PARTNERSHIP:

Manufactured:

Indeed, you will find world-class brands, such as
Cisco, Johnson & Johnson, Hewlett Packard, LG,
and, of course, Infomir, among our customers.

200 000
400 000

What can you tell us about working
with Infomir?
While working together, we have developed and
manufactured several models of IPTV/OTT set-top
boxes. We performed both complete assembly
and production of printed boards–the key
element of all IPTV devices.
Altogether, Jabil has manufactured over 200,000
set-top boxes and more than 400,000 functional
boards for Infomir. In my opinion, it’s a stellar
example of two international electronics
manufacturers in partnership together.
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There must be a complex
manufacturing process behind
these numbers. Would you tell us
the details of how IPTV/OTT settop boxes are assembled?
Jabil uses up-to-date surface-mounting
technology when producing devices for
Infomir involving the following steps:
• Solder paste is applied to all the pads with
a special stencil;
• The components are placed on boards in
a fully automated process using “Fuji NXT”
pick-and-place machines;
• Reflow soldering is performed using the
best industry equipment, Vitronics Soltec
XPM reflow ovens;
• The product is checked by “Agilent” robots;
• Through-hole components are put in place
using a “Juki JM-20 XL” platform;
• Wave soldering is performed using
“Vitronics Soltec Delta” machines.
All of the products are checked by
sophisticated equipment co-designed by
Infomir and Jabil engineers.
The products that have passed the inspection
undergo the final assembly, and the end
products are packed and sent to the customer.
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Such projects usually demand complex infrastructure. What
technological advantages help Jabil attract customers?
Jabil is always in step with the time. Sometimes we are even one step ahead. Key to our success
are innovations such as the following:
Process control optimization – we use sophisticated computer systems and web
instruments to control logistics and product design processes more effectively;
Enhanced miniaturization of optoelectronics modules;
State-of-the-art machinery with the most current small-envelope parts and graded
materials usage in manufacturing processes; and
Energy-efficient product fabrication, including LED lamps with luminous flux distribution
and regulation function and energy-efficient devices for mobile apps.
Our last update was a corporation-wide implementation of a Smart Factory system. It provides
full automation of all machinery to avoid errors and defects.
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BY THE NUMBERS

100

$17.9

Locations
In 28 Countries

Billion
Fiscal 2015
Revenue

180

Thousand
Dedicated
Employees

50
Celebrating

37

Million Square Feet
Worldwide

years
of Ingenuity
1966-2016

Talking about quality, it’s impossible not to mention quantity. What are
your production rates? Do you have an all-time record?
In contract manufacturing, it’s much more crucial to meet your customer’s requirements than
create company records.
Our volumes usually depend on the product category. For example, 1 pc/shift is sufficient for
high frequency radio relay antennas, whereas 300 pc/shift is an average performance for settop boxes. Each case is unique and depends on different factors such as the quantities of the
required items and the nature of a specific product’s fabrication.
Despite such restrictions, our engineers continue improving the entire manufacturing process
to fill each order faster and better.

How is the company structured? How many people are employed?
Our facility consists of 10 departments, which work together as a single mechanism. Their
functions correlate with each other. That’s why it’s so important to ensure that all the details of
our mechanism work together without a hitch.
Each worker contributes to the company's overall mission and goals. Currently there are over
2,000 specialists responsible for all of the manufacturing steps from product design to delivery.
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JABIL’S VALUES
Our values of integrity,
inspiration and ingenuity
guide our actions at Jabil

What about teambuilding
and corporate culture? Two thousand
employees are not just a complex
mechanism; it’s more like a community.
Give us an inside view of life in the Jabil
community.
You are right. Being a part of Jabil involves more
than just working here. Each subdivision embraces
the cultural and business values of the parent
company.

Integrity
• Safety first
• Be accountable
• Improve our communities and
the environment

A special on-boarding program creates conditions
for quick and easy adaptation of newcomers. It
includes basic training as well as specific instructions
for each focus area.
We also have an active CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) program, which involves people in
community activities such as landscape gardening,
charity drives and blood donation.

• Do what’s right
Inspiration
• Respect others
• Challenge yourself and each
other

• Embrace diversity and
collaborate

• Build strong bonds and have
fun

Ingenuity
• Think creatively and innovate
• Bring a positive attitude
• Move with speed and take
balanced risks

Thank you very much, Serhiy. We know
you are a busy man and appreciate
your willingness to take a few minutes
to share your vision of the company
with us. In conclusion, tell us about the
prospects for cooperation of Jabil and
Infomir.
No thanks needed. The Jabil team is proud to
support the growth of Infomir by manufacturing
products that are popular around the globe. I hope
we will continue to find common goals to work
towards together in the future.

• Delight our customers
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THE THIRD
MILLENNIUM TV
The history of Infomir and StarNet
cooperation.
Written by Anna Novikova

PROJECTS

Customer:
StarNet,
telecommunication
company,
Chisinau, Republic of
Moldova
First shipment:
June 2012
MAG250
Bestseller:
MAG250

ABOUT STARNET
StarNet is one of the largest telecommunication companies in
Moldova.
They provide a wide range of the services needed in every house
and office: high-speed Internet, fixed NGN telephony, digital TV,
hosting, virtual private networks, hardware installation services,
etc.
The company was the first to create a fiber-optic network (Fiber
Link) in Moldova. In October 2011 StarNet launched the largest
free Wi-Fi network in Chisinau, the Moldovan capital, which now is
over 90 km long. In association with city authorities, they provide
free Internet access to most of the local schools.
The telecom company has won the “Gold Mercury” award three
times. This is the highest national award in the field of trade mark
recognition in Moldova.

2

nd

Headquarters:
Chisinau
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largest Internet
provider in Moldova

13

years
in the market

15

major
cities
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On 14th February 2011 StarNet launched
an IPTV service based on their fiber-optic
networks. In June 2012 they received a first
shipment of Infomir set-top boxes. Since then,
MAG250 has been the only client device
for watching interactive television from
StarNet.

We can state with full assurance
that we are worthy of the “Made in
Moldova” label. We are 100% local
investment, being created on 7th
August 2013 by a few enthusiasts
willing to change the Republic of
Moldova. Simplifying the access to
communication technologies and
next generation solutions was our
way to do that.
StarNet «About the Company»

THE BEGINNING OF
COOPERATION
StarNet and Infomir share the same goal:
to make modern technologies generally
available. Willingness to provide only the best
services and a customer-oriented approach
are among the major values of StarNet. In this
project they were looking for suppliers with the
same perspectives and ideas.
However, to see eye to eye on the issue is
not enough for a long-term partnership.
The equipment supplied should fully meet
customers’ requirements.
31
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Why has StarNet chosen MAG?
Performance reliability
The complete production cycle allows
Infomir to track the quality of devices at each
manufacturing stage. The Middleware was
developed specially for MAG set-top
boxes. So they work much better than
analogs with the same properties but using
third parties’ software.

HD support

Sti7105 450Mhz

256 Mb RAM

Linux 2.6.23

Demanded functions support
StarNet aims to provide the services that
meet modern market requirements. A trial
batch showed high-performance when
playing FullHD content. The software allowed
implementing many features popular among
users, such as TimeShift, EPG, third parties’
apps, etc.

We’ve been working with MAG250
for over 5 years. For this time just
a few units were returned due to
malfunctions. Users rarely contact
our support service with usage or
connection issues. This points to
the high quality of the product and
positively affects user opinion on
StarNet.

Open source code
An opportunity to alter the functionality and
interface became another benefit for StarNet.
The company’s developers have readjusted
the interface to match the company style
and to make it more convenient for the local
audience.

Alexei Munteanu,
Marketing Director at StarNet
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CUSTOMIZATION
The device was called the MAGIC TV BOX. The company’s developers have fully readjusted the
Stalker Middleware to make it look more like StarNet style.
Many basic Stalker Middleware features were used as well:
Editable channel list – now StarNet offers five tariff packages.
Video on Demand (VoD) – an access to thousands of movies n HD quality.
TimeShift – a user can pause or rewind his favorite show.
Widgets – currency rates, weather forecasts, horoscope, latest market indices on a
TV screen.
Electronic Program Guide (EPG) – convenient TV listings and info on ongoing shows.

STARNET TODAY
Our personal fiber-optic network helped to
create a modern interactive TV service. Jointly
with client equipment from Infomir, it ensured
a rapid growth of service popularity.
Within five years of cooperation, more than
90,000 set-top boxes were sold.
StarNet is now one of the largest IPTV providers
in Moldova.

Today’s success is, in reality, partially due to our
cooperation with Infomir. We have ambitious plans and
a lot of new projects in development. I hope that our
partnership will bring as many benefits in future as it did
in past.
Alexei Munteanu, Marketing Director at StarNet
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TOTAL RECALL:
THE 25 MOST
MEMORABLE EVENTS IN
TV HISTORY
Read about the most important milestones from
the first prototypes till today’s technologies.
Written by Anastasia Melai

TECHNOLOGIES

What will the future be like? This question is pondered by both idle philosophers and
businessmen alike. Many modern ideas and technologies have their origins in the past,
and the most recent hi-tech gadgets had their beginnings long before we were born.
Let’s recall what was happening in the TV industry 20, 50 and 100 years ago, when people
had no idea they couldn’t live without Smart TV or Netflix.

MECHANICAL TELEVISION ERA

1

1884 Nipkow’s disk —
TV’s great-grandfather
The mechanical TV era began with a device
that would definitely look like a fossil to us. A
spinning disk with a set of holes projected light
and dark parts of an image to a photodetector.
After combining these images with a light source
behind another disk, the original image could be
seen.

28 December 1895
Happy birthday, cinematography!
The Oscar awards, new Star Wars episodes and cheese
popcorn would not exist for us today if one of the
“Grand Cafe” halls hadn’t hosted the first film screening
organized by the Lumiere brothers.

2

Contrary to myth,
The Arrival
of a Train at La Ciotat
was not shown at the
Lumières’ first public film
screening as it was produced
later.
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25 August 1900
The term “television” first appears
Constantin Perskyi presented his report “Television by
means of electricity” at the International World Fair in Paris.
In his speech he coined the term “television”, making this
the first time the world heard this word.

4

1908

3

First cartoon

“Fantasmagorie” invited spectators to join the
adventures of a hapless antagonist named Fantoche.
The two-minute-long cartoon included all of the
elements of a blockbuster: explosions, chases and
beautiful women.

1909 First “instant image
transmission” demonstration

5

Georges Rignoux transmitted still letter images printed
on selenium photo elements. The picture had an 8x8
resolution and refreshed every second. This invention
wasn’t taken seriously at the time, but it became the first
step toward television as we now know it.

The first known
photograph of
a moving image
produced by Baird’s
mechanical “televisor”,
circa 1926.
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9 (22) May 1911
Electronic TV set is born

6

The Russian scientist Boris Rosing demonstrated the
images of basic shapes on a glass screen of a cathode ray
tube. The device was called a kinescope, and after being
perfected by Rosing’s disciple Vladimir Zworikin, it was
continuously used in TVs up until the 1990s.

13 January 1928
Launch of the first TV station
The American company W2XB (now WRGB) pioneered the
first TV station. It broadcasted from one of the General
Electric facilities in Schenectady, New York. The company
still exists today and is a part of Columbia Broadcasting
System.

The first Academy
Awards presentation was held
on May 16, 1929. There were
no golden statuettes yet and
the ceremony itself ran for only
15 minutes.

7

10 August 1928
First 3D TV
Almost twenty years before color TVs went mass market,
John Logie Baird showcased color image transmission.
But several months later, he presented something even more
interesting: a stereoscopic TV, an ancestor of modern 3D TV.
It was much different than modern ones, but the fact that people could watch
three-dimensional videos back then is astonishing.
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ELECTRONIC TELEVISION ERA
1936

First flat screen prototype

Hungarian scientist Kálmán Tihanyi described the
principle of “plasma television”. Although it was not
yet in production at this point, this marks the year
the world realized that a TV screen can be flat.

9

Zworykin
demonstrates
electronic
television (1929).

10

1 August 1936
First live broadcast
The 1936 summer Olympic Games in Berlin were the
first to be shown on TV. The competitions were filmed
by three cameras and shown in special booths in
Berlin and Potsdam. The German government of that
time desired to show how great they were, and this
gave sport fans around the world a chance to cheer
for their favorite teams in real time.

1 July 1941
First TV commercial
The first TV commercial, for Bulova
Watches, was broadcasted by New Yorkbased WNBT before a Brooklyn Dodgers vs
Philadelphia Phillies baseball game.

11
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2 October 1946
First TV series
The first soap opera (called so because it was sponsored
by chemical companies), “Faraway Hill”, was shown by
DuMont Television Network. The budget of one episode
was approximately $300. The plot was simple: a lady
moves from NYC to a small town where her relatives live
and falls in love with a man, who is already engaged to
another woman.

12

The longest running soap opera Guiding
Light was first shown on TV in June 30, 1952,
preceded by a 15-year broadcast on radio.
It run for 72 years, starting as a story of a
school teacher and transforming into an
epic 18,000+ episode drama.

4 September 1951
First transcontinental TV broadcast
President Harry Truman’s speech was transmitted
from the Atlantic to the Pacific US coast. There were
87 stations in 47 cities involved.

28 February 1954

13

First color TV is sold

14

The first color TV, a Westinghouse H840CK15, cost $1,295,
which is equivalent to $11,549 nowadays. It used the NTSC
system. In April of the same year, RCA introduced a new,
cheaper model (CT-100).
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25 June 1959
First multiscreen attempts

15

Charles and Ray Eames presented their movie “Glimpses of
the USA” at the American National Exhibition in Moscow.
The world famous designers demonstrated the high level
of technical advancement of the American nation in their
film and showed it on seven screens simultaneously.
Although their multiscreen technology had nothing
in common with modern multiscreen technologies as
they just used multiple projections, its place in history
is solidified as the first attempt at multiscreen video,
something that is now commonplace.

COLOR TELEVISION ERA
12 July 1962
First satellite broadcast
The first public satellite broadcast from the USA to Great
Britain and Europe was conducted via Telstar satellite,
owned by AT&T. Satellite signal transmission has since
turned the entire entertainment industry upside down.

40
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1975

17

Music video revolution

Music clips were produced long before 1975, but the
tremendous success of Queen’s “Bohemian Rhapsody”
initiated their current modern style.

One of the pioneers in music video industry was a
compatriot of our magazine Leonid Utyosov. His
music video “The Cruise Ship” had a witty plot and
a few visual effects. According to the numerous
experts, being produced in 1939, this video is
considered to be the first of its kind in the modern
sense of such genre.

1979 Invention of HDTV
The Japanese broadcasting company NHK introduced
a video compression system called MUSE (Multiple
sub-Nyquist sampling encoding). It used analogue
modulations for transmitting high resolution video
to households. The first HDTV system based on this
compression mode was called Hi-Vision. It was finally
implemented in the late 1980s.
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DIGITAL TELEVISION ERA
9 November 1994
Future Smart TV patent is registered
The French engineers Dominique Bertrand and JeanMarie Gatto registered a new “smart” data processing for
TV in digital and analogue networks. Its key feature was
to load software needed by the user. The system could
distinguish commands given by voice or via a sensor
screen or light pen.

19

1995 Invention of IP/TV data
transmission network

20

In 1995 Precept Software was founded. It developed
a broadband data transmission network compatible
with Windows and UNIX. This network was capable of
transmitting single- and multichannel audio and video
via multicast Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) and
Real-time Control Protocol (RTCP). In 1998, Precept
Software was bought by Cisco Systems, which still owns
the IP/TV trademark.

15 April 1995
First Internet TV series
On this day, ten years before YouTube was created, the 87th
episode of the Rox TV series was shown online. The episode,
called “Global Village Idiots”, was composed of several
QuickTime videos that could be downloaded from the series
website. Rox was the first TV series to appear on the Internet
and is an example of the digital revolution influencing pop
culture.
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March 1999 First DVRs –
set-top box predecessors
The first DVRs, ReplayTV and TiVo, were presented at
the annual Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show™.
These DVRs were actually hard disks that could record
live broadcast for delayed viewing. After DVR appeared,
users could skip commercials, pause during TV
broadcasts and replay important televised moments.
These DVR were the predecessors of the modern media
player and set-top box; the same delayed viewing
function is still used currently, although it is now called
Timeshift.

22

In 2006 the first Infomir set-top box,
the MAG100, was produced.

23

2003
Prototype of UHDTV is created
NHK researchers used 16 HDTV recorders with
a total capacity of approximately 3.5 terabytes
to playback 18 minutes of test material. It was
shot with four 64-mm CCDs, which allowed the
creation of 7680x4320 resolution images.
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11 December 2006
First analogue TV blackout
The first country to switch to digital TV was the
Netherlands. At that time, 80% of the households there
were already subscribing to cable TV and therefore had
the tuners required to avoid a blackout.

24

SMART TELEVISION ERA
8 January 2017
New TV technology: QLED
New display technology was showcased at an innovative
CES 2017 exhibition. It was based on OLED but improved
upon this technology with respect to brightness and
colorfulness. The brightness of the new TVs was 1,500 to
2,000 nt, which is much higher than that of previous ones.
There are three QLED TV models: two of them are flat, and
one is curved.

25

TV technology and content have always been changing
and will continue to do so again and again. Engineering
advancements, political events and cultural shifts create
a desire for new formats and opportunities among the
viewers. Each new progression spoils the viewers even
more. Nevertheless, the interest and demand for TV is
eternal. The only question is which shape it will take and
how operators and manufacturers can keep up with it.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

MEET INFOMIR IN PERSON!
The Infomir’s Team appreciates live communication and is eager to share the experience
and to establish new partnership relations. We annually take part in professional
exhibitions and forums all around the world. We’ll be happy to invite you to one of our
stands at the major events of the industry.

TV Connect’2017
28 - 30 March 2017
London, Great Britain, ExCel
C31

ANGACOM’2017
30 May - 1 June 2017
Cologne, Germany, Congress-Centrum Koelmesse
А63, Hall 7

IBC’2017
15 - 19 September 2017
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, RAI Amsterdam
L09, Hall 14

NABShow NY’2017
18 - 19 October 2017
New York, USA, Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
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EDITORIAL
BROADVISION is a quarterly online magazine created by the Infomir Group. Developed by our
marketing specialists, it is dedicated to IPTV/OTT industry and modern technologies. This is our
first edition, so it is very important for us to learn what you would like to see in the following
publications.
If you have any suggestions, comments or ideas for the new articles, or if you work for a
company we should write about, please don’t hesitate to email us at broadvision@infomir.com.
We really hope you enjoyed reading our magazine just as we enjoyed working on it. Subscribe to
our email newsletter or share it on Facebook and Twitter - it will be a positive sign for us that we
are doing everything right.
Help us make BROADVISION even better!
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